VISUAL EFFECTS COMPOSITING

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY

Combine animation, visual effects and video to create highly graphical videos for the television and film industries.

Find out more:

polytechnic.purdue.edu/cgt
cgtinfo@purdue.edu
765-494-7505
PurdueCGT
@CGT_Purdue
Visual effects compositors:
• Layer video and photo elements
• Place actors into virtual environments
• Merge 3D models with live-action sets
• Remove undesired objects from scenes

Good to know
Visual effects compositing is a STEM-based discipline. Courses in trigonometry, calculus and physics provide understanding of the underlying fundamentals. Supplement your comprehension by studying animation, digital lighting, digital video and audio, and special effects.

Yes, we’re proud!
Graduates of our program become:
• Visual effects compositors
• Roto artists
• Digital compositors
• Motion graphics compositors

Our graduates work for:
• DreamWorks
• Sony
• Animation Mentor
• Walt Disney Company

“Working with 3D programs is very different from traditional art forms, but it’s art nonetheless.”

- Gabriel P.